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DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The present brick and adobe church, planned by Father Jose Bernardo Sanchez, was erected
in I8o8-l8l3. The facade is without flanking bell towers, and its soft-textured
whitewashed brick is broken only by coarse moldings surrounding door and window, with
a curved parapet at the top. The dominant architectural feature is a four-story
campanario or belfry standing almost free of the side wall of the church. Restored on
the basis of a sketch made by Major Churchill during the Mexican War, it has a rough
base, tapered silhouette, and tiered arches for the five bells.
The timber-roofed nave is typical of most simple type of mission churches. The plan is
a long, narrow rectangle, 26 by 159 feet, with no transepts or distinctive architectural
features, other than a low chancel rail, between the nave and sanctuary. The floor
is of red tiles and the pews were installed in 1931. The thick walls are unbroken
except by a door at the right, leading to the patio, and the high windows, with their
splayed reveals and plank shutters. The original roof timbers, over 30 feet long, were
brought from the inland mountains 60 miles distant. To the left of the front entrance
is a small baptistry, and over the entrance the customary choir loft.
In 1931, when thorough restoration was begun, the front wall, the front buttress wings,
the base of the campanario, the baptistry arch, and a small part of the sidewalls were
still standing. The remainder of the church is a reconstruction. The heavy wooden lintels
of the doorways are also of original timbers, but the doors themselves and all other
woodwork are handcarved redwood duplicates of the originals. The restoration of 1931
is perhaps unauthentic in details, but in general feeling it gives a good picture of
the simpler type of mission architecture.
Little remains of the monastic buildings at San Diego, but a typical arcaded corridor
has been restored, with its tiled floor, beamed ceiling, and row of simple arches resting
on square piers. Adobe ruins reveal the location and extent of the original patio, and
a fine stone dam three miles above the mission indicates the highly developed irrigation
system that the mission employed during the days of its prosperity.
Buildings included in the mission complex are the church, friar's cell, mission
school, mission museum. A small visitors center has been built but it does not
add to the national significance of the landmark.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

San Diego Mission Church, built in I8o8-l8l3, is an excellent example of the simpler type
of architecture utilized in most California mission churches.
HISTORY
San Diego de Alcala Mission, founded by Father Junipero Serra., July l6, 1769, on Presidio
Hill in San Diego, was the first of the 21 California missions. In 177!+, Serra moved the
mission 6 miles to its present location, both to free his Indian neophytes from the adverse
influence of the San Diego presidial garrison and to obtain a location affording more
water for agricultural purposes. The first wooden church, erected at the new site in 177^»
and other mission buildings were burned during the great Indian uprisings of 177^- The
second church, an adobe building with thatched roof, was built in 1777 and this was replaced by an even larger adobe church in 1780. The construction of the fourth and existing
church was started in 1808 and completed in 1813. The mission was secularized by the
Mexican Government in 183^ and the church soon became a roofless ruin, which was sold in
18U6. The U.S. Army then occupied the mission for the next 15 years and some repairs
were made to the church. In 1862, the United States Government returned the mission
buildings and 22 acres of land to the Catholic Church. For some 20 years after 1887 the
mission was used as an Indian school and in 192*t a children's home for boys was established
at the site. Restoration of the church began in 1930-31 and on February 2, 19^1, the
restored structure was rededicated as a parish church.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The boundary of San Diego Mission is drawn to include the structures of the restored
complex which include the church and a small part of the monastic system, bounded by
San Diego Mission Road on the southwest, the exterior walls and fence on the southeast'
continued in a line to intersect with Mission San Diego Road, a chain link fence on the
northeast and the exterior walls of the restored complex on the northwest , continuing
this line to intersect with Mission San Diego Road.
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